June 17, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:

Re: Hilti CFS-S SIL SL Firestop Sealant – LEED Information

Item Numbers:

2076884
2076885

The Hilti CFS-S SIL SL Firestop Sealant is manufactured in Toronto, Ontario.

There is no post-consumer or post-industrial content in CFS-S SIL SL and it cannot be recycled. The CFS-S SIL SL does not contain any Rapidly Renewable Materials. The VOC content for CFS-S SIL SL is 50 grams/liters.

CFS-S SIL SL is not regulated as a hazardous waste by the Federal EPA Standards. The regulations for the disposal of non-regulated industrial waste can vary from state to state and even city to city. For this reason, you should consult your local and state regulatory agencies for direction on disposal.

Please feel free to contact me at (918) 872-3704 if you have questions.

Sincerely,

Jerry Metcalf MPH, CHMM
Sr. Manager, Safety/Environmental
Hilti Inc.
918 872 3704
jerry.metcalf@hilti.com

Rev. Date: 5/30/19

The manufacturing plant location on this certificate has been provided for LEED reporting purposes only. It should never be used for Country of Origin certification or a representation of compliance/non-compliance with Buy American or Buy America requirements, as those requirements differ.

The manufacturing plant location(s) identified on the certificate represent standard Hilti catalog products only. “Specially” produced non-catalog Hilti products may have differing manufacturing plant locations.

Contact your Hilti representative in cases of “specially” produced products for a custom LEED certificate.